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In 2007 I participated in the innovative Teacher Artist Partnership Programme, a pilot research project that has built creative partnerships between teachers and artists across London. TAPP has explored current issues in art and education, via action research carried out in the learning environment. I focused on identifying the social conditions that either enable or prevent students’ freedom of speech. As a teacher of art working in London, I have encountered many different students’ reactions to the art they are studying. Some are clearly constructive, whereas others are intensely critical. There are also students who remain passive, and this quiet resistance contains essential ideas that are not brought to the fore.

I worked with Thurle Wright, an artist who has a recognized background in educational art projects, and who trained as a teacher before becoming a professional artist. The group of AS Level students we created workshops for were given the theme of ‘Freedom’, for their exam paper. My research, on the issues raised by the concept of freedom, is here linked with the students’ spoken responses.
I have approached personal definitions of freedom, from the perspective of engaging young people with the complexities of the concept. I will first describe my stance regarding the ethics and meaning of freedom, in relation to Sartre and Foucault. Then I will discuss the TAPP workshops with Thurle Wright: putting this theory into practice. I will conclude with my observations on how freedom of speech may be safe-guarded for students participating in art education.

The Philosophy of Freedom

My theoretical position is a dialectical relationship between the existential humanism of Jean Paul Sartre and Michel Foucault’s philosophy of Knowledge and Power. The definition and ethics of freedom were discussed by Sartre, whose philosophy was that freedom is a matter of individual choice. This free-will can often evade the restrictive dominant ideology. I have countered this argument by examining the postmodernist writings of Michel Foucault. In contrast Foucault believed that freedom, or personal autonomy, is largely dictated  by institutions and social power structures. 





The writings of Jean Paul Sartre provide useful stimuli for creative learning situations in contemporary education. If one doesn’t believe that it is possible to meaningfully challenge the prevailing structure, the insightful voice can be stifled. This is true for teachers, artists working in an educational setting and for students.  Sartre saw free-will as entirely subjective and believed that there was no determining higher power over human beings. This position Sartre called, ‘existential humanism’ (1948, p.55).
Existentialists believe that freedom can be possible only if individuals make conscious decisions and take action to overcome their material present circumstances; individuals can be what they make of themselves. Within the limitless abstract concept of freedom, individuals choose what they want to say and how they wish to lead their lives. The conditions that we find ourselves in are in some cases unavoidable or ‘unrealizable’. (Sartre,1943, p.548) Yet there are many contemporary unrealizables that can become future possibles, if we view their apparently concrete materiality as potentially changeable. 
An outspoken free voice need not indicate willful, self-indulgent activities. It is also politically true that those who quietly choose to sit on the fence, have effectively voted for the dominant party. The philosophy of existential humanism sites free-will within the governing principle of committing to certain causes and beliefs (Sartre, 1948, p.33). The individual, or ‘in-itself’ chooses what is important ‘for-itself’ in society. 

Sartre thought that people needed to make a ‘free commitment’. This belief is ‘at the very heart and centre of existentialism’ (Sartre,1948, p.47). An individual who has chosen their commitment is liberated by the potential to be a free agent, and can steer a path through the multiplicity of ‘freedom’. His position towards young people’s ability to make independent choices is not predicated upon an age of maturity. Sartre’s work, Existentialism and Humanism, has the central motif of a situation with a student, who comes to him for advice. In the event the student must make a decision for himself, Sartre’s response is: 
If he comes to ask your advice it’s because he has already chosen the answer. (1948, p.70)
Perhaps childhood was only minimally within Sartre’s prodigious experience and he took unguided important decisions at an early age. Some recent studies also suggest that a young person’s experience is more important for decision making than their age (Alderson, 2000).

In looking at freedom of speech, Sartre discusses the capacity for spontaneity or the unpredictability of the spoken word. Each sentence is in itself a creative venture:
Thus it is within the free project of the sentence that the laws of speech are organized; … Freedom is the only possible foundation of the laws of language. (Sartre, 1943, p.538)
It is the flow of speech that has created the grammatical structure of language.  The idea that ‘each utterance is a free project’ ( Sartre,1943, p.539) or an ‘open project’ (Sartre, 1943,p.528) is applicable to the Teacher Artist Partnership Programme’s explorative ventures. Thurle Wright and I intended to build an open project that would generate creative freedom of expression. We ran into obstacles along the way, but as Sartre said:
Every free project in projecting itself anticipates a margin of unpredictability due to the independence of things (1943, p.528)





Foucault & Personal Autonomy 
In contrast to the philosophy of ‘total and infinite’ freedom (Sartre 1934, p.548), Foucault presents freedom as a venture of limited action, within the confines of a restrictive society. There is nothing immediate or all enfranchising about liberty. Our ‘impatience for liberty’ necessitates ‘work on our limits’ (Foucault 1972-1977, ed. Rabinow 1984, p.50).The enabling conditions for anyone to speak out about the controlling elements in society, must be worked for to achieve even a partial success.   

Foucault viewed the concept of ‘freedom’ within a democratic society as a conditioning ideal, that models citizens upon what is expected of them by governing bodies. In this definition of the abstract concept it is: ‘The empty dream of freedom’ (Foucault 1978, ed.Rabinow 1984, p.46) that promises all, but provides nothing of lasting value.
 
The ideal of freedom is a long standing tenet of liberal education: ‘Education has been justified traditionally, though not exclusively, by the notion of freeing people from the authority of others’ (Marshall 1996, p.83). In Foucault’s view the individual or ‘autos’  (Marshall 1996, p.85) is then persuaded by their educators that the law giving authority, or ‘nomos’ is really not too bad, and can be personally adopted. The genuine free agent is the person who is able to stand back from this process and to critically analyse it: ‘Human beings are the bearers of power/knowledge if they are free agents, and able to resist’ (Foucault, ed. Dreyfus and Rabinow,1983, p.208).

Foucault analysed social power structures in institutions with disciplinary functions, such as schools. These structures formulate and enable the conditioning of knowledge.  The state of constant assessment that typifies the school’s modus operandi is thus defined:
The school became a sort of apparatus of uninterrupted examination that duplicated along its entire length the operation of teaching. (Foucault 1975, ed. Rabinow, 1984, p.198)

We may recall the General Teaching Council (GTC) asking the government in June 2007 to cease the constant exams that children are taking before the age of 16. The GTC requested that samples of students’ work should be taken, to replace tests for everyone. This move was rejected by the government. Steve Sinnott, General Secretary of the NUT said, ‘The government should listen to the evidence instead of insisting on…a system that constrains more than promotes children’s education.’ (Will Woodward, Guardian June 11th, 2007)

The division of subject areas in schools into separate disciplines, can exclude illuminating experiences between related areas. James Marshall explains Foucault’s standpoint:  
Disciplines are ‘blocks’ – disciplinary blocks – in which the adjustment of people’s abilities and resources, relationships of communication, and power relationships, form regulated systems. (Marshall, 1996, p.95)
 The interdisciplinary or ‘transdiscursive’ (Foucault, 1970, ed. Rabinow 1984, p.113) ethos of the TAPP project caused some consternation amongst students. Those who were studying art and photography, could already see past the subject divisions and did not find this interlinking problematic. 

In contrast to Sartre, who saw freedom as constantly available to everyone, thought they may be blinded by ideology,  Foucault held that the power structures which order freedom are so inherent, that freedom is only available if we reach to grasp it as modernity speeds past: ‘in the flux of the passing moments’. (Foucault,1978, ed. Rabinow 1984, p.41) Perhaps the liberty of these passing moments can be found in the ephemeral artwork made at the TAPP workshops. 

There are however affirming and positive aspects of educational power structures, this Foucault recognised in his vision for their potential as a ‘productive network’  ( Foucault,1972-77, ed. Rabinow, 1984, p.61). There are also necessary boundaries of conduct in education, but these boundaries do not need to represent a misuse of power. A recognition of the need for clear guidance and thereby the protection of the young, is apparent in recent studies of student voice, that correspond with the thinking of John Dewey.

Recent Initiatives for Student Voice & Reflections on Dewey

 Sarah Bragg has gathered recent thinking about student voice in her work for Creative Partnerships:  Consulting Young People: a Review of the Literature (2007).  Bragg notes that the emphasis on student consultation emerged with  government policy such as the Department for Education and Science (DfES) 2003 Green Paper, Every Child Matters. This change in policy emphasis arose from the climate of political upheaval after the Victoria Climbié tragedy. The intentions were to encourage the voices of young people at risk of social exclusion to speak out, ‘Asking children and young people what works, what doesn’t and what could work better.’  
(www. everychildmatters.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.everychildmatters.gov.uk​)). 

 Bragg’s vision for including student voice resonates with the pragmatism of educational theorist John Dewey. He believed in individual freedom and character rather than superior direction. ‘To imposition from above is opposed expression and cultivation of individuality; to external discipline is opposed free activity.’ (Dewey, 1938, p.19). He led the way for radical changes in education that emphasised the ‘freedom of the learner’ (Dewey,1938, p.22) and, like Foucault, saw that the libertarian idea of freedom in education: ‘may become as dogmatic as ever was the traditional education which it reacted against.’ (Dewey,1938, p.22). Bragg describes her vision of contemporary pragmatism:
           In a more pragmatic model, participation is said to teach children the skills  of compromise, and coping with disappointment, that are features of adult political life. (Bragg, 2007, p.15)

The foremost intention is to involve young people in the realism of decision making. Bragg identifies the increasing weight of arguments for consulting young people. She defines the process:
	Consultation involves seeking views, often about an existing programme, 
	normally at the initiative of decision-makers; it can be more or less 
	collaborative and does not necessarily involve participation. 
           (Bragg, 2007, p.8)
           


In his time, Dewey challenged the belief that children should suffer, ‘enforced quiet and acquiescence’ (Dewey, 1938, p.62) saying that without free student voice it is, ‘practically impossible for a teacher to gain knowledge of the individuals with whom he is concerned’. (Dewey, 1938, p.62) This assertion is reinforced by Bragg, as is the belief that student voice should be guided by a supportive and productive teaching structure ‘with an empirical or experimental basis’ (Dewey, 1938, p.31).

Well informed planning is needed to create conditions that will allow students’ views to come forward. ‘We need to consider carefully how best to learn about and interpret their views and opinions and ensure we listen to a range of voices.’ (Parker & Sefton-Green, Bragg, 2007, p.5) We need to ask open questions of students who represent cultural diversity, and we cannot expect to find a predetermined response.

To summarise the key ideas for this research: Sartre’s philosophy that freedom is a matter of individual choice, is a contradiction to passive learning and the acceptance of limitations in given situations. Freedom is attained by individuals, including students, who take conscious actions and make decisive commitments to overcome society’s constraints. There are certain prohibitive ‘unrealizables’, but these may over time, become possibilities. The concept of free speech stems from the belief that an individual can express their chosen point from the outset of each spoken sentence.  Foucault’s arguments counter Sartre’s idealism by critically analyzing the concept of freedom as a mechanism of social control. True personal autonomy is scarcely achievable by the individual, who is integrally responsive to the law giving institution. 

Power/knowledge structures in education are however the foundations for our understanding of contemporary culture. The limitations of subject disciplines within education, and within the arts, can be challenged by ‘transdiscursive’ work that crosses such frontiers. Points raised by Bragg and Dewey reflect on the need for guidance and protection of the young, that is in their interests. Students should be consulted and give free voice to their opinions, so that issues that affect them can be responsively addressed. The negotiation between these often oppositional views is integrally related here to the TAPP arts workshops. In creative partnership work with Thurle Wright, I intended to achieve a balance between the ideal of autonomous free creativity, and the pragmatic realism of a structure for learning.
The TAPP action research project at Crown Woods School
Miranda Matthews & Thurle Wright

The teacher artist partnership with Thurle Wright developed around linked  research questions. My interest in freedom of speech, related with Thurle’s decision to gather authentic student responses to her work. We planned a workshop structure that would meet the Edexcel Examination Board assessment objectives, and that would  extend the students’ expectations of their artform: photography. 

During exam courses, for GCSEs, GCEs and vocational qualifications, nothing that is taught can stray from the assessment objectives. The ‘AO’s are like: ‘a constantly repeated ritual of power.’ (Foucault , ed. Rabinow,1984, p.198) Fortunately the exam theme for the AS students who took part in the TAPP project provided some flexibility. Edexcel perhaps chose the theme of ‘Freedom’ to encourage thinking outside the box, and to provide a liberating ‘range of possible outcomes’ (Edexcel, 2007) within what Foucault would term a ‘productive network’.  

 We worked with AS and A2 Level photography students at Crown Woods School, some of whom began with little confidence or experience in moving between fine art and photography. I negotiated for students to miss lessons in other subjects during the day workshop. Through our determined efforts, we created a kind of ‘speech bubble’ that students could experiment with comparatively freely. This environment could only last a short while within the existing teaching conditions. 

In the first session, Thurle Wright introduced students to new ways of challenging ideas and materials. Students were asked for their initial responses to a piece that Thurle had brought in called The Theory of Knowledge (2005). This work quotes Foucault, on printed paper cylinders of varying sizes. Whilst Thurle hid behind screens, the students arrived at some sophisticated and intuitive responses about what she might be like, from their first impressions of her work. They deduced that she was interested in languages and well-travelled. One student thought of the metaphor of the cylinders as a city, with text peopling the tower blocks. 

A discursive format of open questions encouraged students to think creatively. The students were asked to think about how they might photograph the work. This line of enquiry was intended to expand their thinking around how photography might be used to record, and in part create, artwork. When Thurle Wright emerged from behind the screens, some students were surprised. Others became more engaged with her discussion about her work, than they would have been if she had lectured to them about her work.

The second day workshop’s structure began with thinking and writing activities that were intended to generate a vocalisation of individual interpretations of ‘freedom’. Thurle and I had planned to create a more liberated ambience by asking students to bring in music and providing food. We aimed to bring about a creative and sociable educational experience. The initial process of putting pen to paper, developed into the making of sculptural pieces that were created from the texts that students had written. These paper sculptures were assembled for installation by the group. When the work was installed in a purpose-built space, we held an evaluative group discussion. 

The students had been asked firstly to write a list of things that were important to them on a large sheet of paper. One method of developing a sense of personal autonomy, is to ask young people to think about what is important to them or what they care about. This idea relates with the Sartrean concept of individual drawing together the ‘for-itself’ in society. Foucauldian James Marshall, refers to the work of Stefaan Cuypers  who: ‘argues that a notion of caring for the self should replace personal autonomy as a fundamental educational aim.’ (Marshall, 1996, p.104) The ethos of self-respect provides the young with a positive grounding for autonomy. 

Some students drew a blank at the task of freely describing what was important for them. One said he “Kind of felt panic” and “Taken aback,” by the radical change that the workshop presented. He said of ‘Freedom’ the subject in question: “It’s a huge subject so you just think, so it’s like, what I shall do from now?” He and others faced a leap of faith to actually write and say what they wanted. Once the initial shock of the blank page and the ‘free project of a sentence’ (Sartre, 1943, p.538) had passed the work became easier for them.

A Year 13 (17-18 years) student arrived in the afternoon and wanted to take part. He was the most challenged by the amount of freedom available to him and became hyperactive. His freely spoken contribution to the discussion provides some insight to his relationship with the workshop environment. He said:
If the group was just making as a group it was difficult, whereas if it was your own piece you could do whatever you felt like, you could write whatever you felt like, but with other people, because it’s a joint piece you can’t exactly do what you want, make what you want. You’re limited with it.

The incoming student had changed the group dynamic purposefully, because he felt that he could not express himself within the quietly interactive environment that he arrived in. Foucault wrote: ‘Transgression thus understood involves limit, the line it crosses over ever so briefly.’ (ed. Jeremy R. Carrette,1999, p.60) This student was aware of the risks and social limitations of his actions. Foucault’s idea of the dream of freedom serving the institution by creating model citizens, was certainly this student’s perspective. 

He expressed discomfort at the physical limitations of the space, and at the fact that he felt he was writing and making what he ought to say: ‘The only thing is the audience, you can’t exactly put who you are writing for. You can’t put any words across the canvas.’ Here Foucault’s interplay between the ‘autos’ and the judgmental ‘nomos’ is in evidence. This said, he freely chose his mode of interaction with the group, and he found enough safety in the discussion to voice his opinions.

Sartre thought that even in the most extreme conditions, individuals have choices of how to react.
The partisans of free-will point out that along with any place presently occupied, an infinity of other places is offered to my choice. The opponents of freedom insist on the fact that an infinity of places is denied me by the fact that objects turn towards me a face which I have not chosen and which is exclusive of all others. 
(Sartre, 1943, p.512) 


Other students also said that there were statements they wanted to write on their artwork or say, but felt that they couldn’t. However there were no impositions placed upon their responses. Like Sartre, Foucault recognised that people have a choice of how to react, even if they feel constrained by the power structure in operation around them:
Power is only exercised over free subjects and only in so far as they are free, by this we mean individual or collective subjects who are faced with a field of possibilities in which several ways of behaving, several reactions and diverse comportments may be realised. (Foucault, Dreyfuss & Rabinow eds. 1982, p.19)  

Sartre and Foucault both maintained that struggle is one of the constants of freedom. In ‘Being and Nothingness’ Sartre states: ‘If no obstacle, then no freedom’ (1943, p.506). Foucault notes that in Western societies, ‘the acquisition of capabilities and the struggle for freedom have constituted permanent elements.’ (Foucault, 1978 ed. Rabinow 1984, p.48) Both see the route to freedom as a rocky road: one has to acquire certain skills in order to cover the ground. Some students internalise the difficulties that block their way, and their speech is also halted. If these students can be provided with a trusting environment, their tentative spoken responses will start to build in confidence. 

Other students are so accustomed to dodging obstructions to their path, that they  rise to attack when they are encouraged to speak. In order to get a true perspective to the situation, the teacher must be prepared to hear angry or dissenting voices, whilst providing students with an awareness of their alternative choices of response. It is within our role as educators to increase students’ awareness of the range of possible responses open to them, from which they can make an informed choice.

One of Bragg’s findings that relates to Sartrean free-will is that student voice and participation should not be enforced, but must be voluntary in order to be meaningful. In Bragg’s table of ‘Key ethical issues in research with children’ (based on Alderson, 1995) the first key question asks: ‘Is the research in children’s interests?’ The right of the young person to decide what is important to them is a crucial issue.  

A quiet student who would not volunteer a spoken opinion, appeared to gain some release from writing the word ‘Expression’ repeatedly on a page. 
At St. Charles Catholic Sixth Form College, I later used the technique of asking students to write down their thoughts and to read them aloud, before creating artwork from the text in the style of Thurle Wright. The quiet AS students there expressed some definite opinions about freedom in society that had been kept under wraps. Some went on to incorporate text-based sculptural work in their exam pieces.

A Year 13 student who was retaking AS Photography at Crown Woods School expressed difficulty in encountering an interdisciplinary art project. He said: ‘I just don’t think that I was doing much for photography, it felt more like an art lesson.’ This student who had been schooled in a purist photographic discipline before I started teaching him, found it very difficult to contemplate the creation of an artwork to be documented in photographs. Despite his reservations, he said that he felt: ‘like I was more active in the lessons.’ This was a major achievement with this particular student.  As Sartre said:
Since man is thus self-surpassing, and can grasp objects only in relation to his self-surpassing, he is himself the heart and centre of his transcendence. (Sartre,1948, p.55) 
To exceed low self expectations, the constrictive voices within must be surmounted, so that ‘unrealizables’ become possibilities.

The potential for Foucauldian ‘transdiscursive’ linking across artforms that the workshop presented, was one of the lasting impressions that the Year 12 students described. When asked how the workshop had helped them understand how photography links to other artforms one student said:
 I was interested to see how much you could do with a piece of paper. You can put it on a wall and hang it and combine it with other things….The way you photograph art in a particular way can make it appear different.     

What impressed her was the way that Thurle Wright pushes ordinary and accessible materials to new forms of creative expression. Wright’s work helped these students give voice to their own reflections on art.

The concept promoted by Marshall of ‘caring for the self’, was clearly present in the lasting impressions that the group voiced when we re-evaluated the project.  A participant said: “I have learned a lot about the everyday things that are important you know the things that make up your life.” project. It was clear that students felt they had put more of themselves into the project.  Another said: “When you think about it we got to be quite creative and have personality in our work, which is good.” She had brought her individuality to the work, and in so doing had become a more autonomous presence in the learning environment.

 It was most encouraging that the majority of students involved in the TAPP project wanted a continuity of workshops with visiting artists in their core curriculum.  As teacher, artist and students, we found that a series of workshops planned to maximise creative student voice, provided a developing and responsive learning structure.
Conclusions
The conditions for students’ freedom of speech must be planned and worked for. This process can be a struggle with the prevalent ideology of the governing bodies that would convince us that our projects are ‘unrealizable’ unless they suit exam requirements and recognise the discipline of subject barriers. In some circumstances we can only create a temporary speech bubble or sanctuary, which can be evaluated and brought into long-term strategies for including student voice. Teacher-artist partnerships can succeed in creating a discursive framework that has the flexibility to find ways around obstructions. In sharing skills and resources we can counter the unpredictability of freedom with effective contingency planning. 

Freedom is an action or a way of being – ‘a practice’ (Foucault, 1982, ed. Rabinow, 1984, p.245) of making the best of life that does not arise through passive  learning. The apparent safety of staying quiet in a learning situation is a choice that in effect privileges already dominant voices. 

Teachers and artists should be prepared to hear dissenting or angry voices. Students have a choice of how to react in any given situation. As experienced adults we can listen to these critical voices and increase students’ awareness of the range of choices open to them. Although human beings may find themselves ‘in the midst of things’ (Sartre, 1943, p.512) they aren’t bound to respond to their circumstances in one pre-determined reaction. As Dewey stated, it is vital that we listen to students, to find out about them as individuals and to engage their interest in the learning process.

In the educational environment we can work towards a balance between striving for the ideal of students’ autonomous Sartrean free-will, and offering Deweyan pragmatic guidance for students. In many circumstances, even young children are capable of making sensible and rational choices. However there are destructive impulses that cause serious harm, which we must protect them from. Cuyper’s idea of personal autonomy for the young as ‘caring for the self’, provides a self-regard that can underline later expressions of individual freedom. 
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